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COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF A GAS TEMPERATURE 
PROFILE BY INFRARED EMISSION - ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY 
by Donald R. Buc hele 
Lewis Research Center 
SUMMARY 
A computer program to calculate the temperature profile of a flame 
or hot gas is presented in d a l .  Emphasis * '“.o is on profiles found in  jet 
engir~e or rocket engine exhaust s treams containing H20 or C02 radi- 
ating gases. The temperature profile is assumed ax5symmetric with an 
assumed functzonal form controlled by two variable parameters. The 
eD 
~ r )  parameters a r e  calculated using measurements of gas radiation a t  two 
* 
a wavelengths in the infrared, The program also gives some information 
I I on the pressure profile, A method of seleciion of wavelengths is given 
tha t  is likely to lead to an accurate determination of the parameters. 
The program is written in FORTRAN IV language and runs in less than 
60 seconds on a Univac 1100 computer a I 
INTROD'UCTION 
. . 
Infrared emission and absorption measurements at two or more 
wavelengths provide a means of determining a gas temperature profile 
along a path through the gas by using a. raaiation source and receiver 
located only a t  the ends of the path (ref. *I).. :In:the case iaf a jet engine 
o r ,  rocket engine exhaust s tream, the instrumentation may be outside of 
the stream. The method has been termed the fsspectral-scanning 
1 method. " Practical instruments that permit use of this technique a r e  
described, in references 1 through 4. 
Tests of the method with heated pure gases in a furnace of 60 cm 
path length (ref.  2), and then with flames over a 22 cm path length 
(ref. 3 )  gave good results.  An analysis in reference 5 showed the effec I 
of radiometric e r r o r s  on the accuracy of the computed profile. The 
cln,zlysis assumed the partial pressure of the radiating gas was a con- 
stant over the entire path, with the constant determined from radiomat rlc 
measurements. More recently, the feasibility of using only emission 
measurements and an estimated gas compositioil to deter mine industria 1 
furnace temperature profiles over a 10-meter path length a t  atmospheric 
pressure has been shown (ref. 6). 
The computer program presented herein involves an iterative, 
cyclic computation in which an initial assumed (arbitrary but realistic) 
temperahi  t profile is altered in shape until the computed emission and 
absorption that it  would yield*agree as closely,as possible with the actual 
instrumental measurements of emission and absorption. The procedure 
requires the use of a large-scale computer. These procedures have been 
outlined in  principle in previous publications; but this report presents an  
actual program that has been found to produce useful results. 
The present work also extends thc work of reference 5 by providing 
greater latitude in the temperature-prcfile shape that can be treated and 
by relaxing restrictions on the shape of the associated pressure profile. 
Thus, whereas previous studies have principally treated profiles with a 
substantial temperature difference over the eptical path, the present 
study also includes the equally important case of a 7  almost isothermal 
profile; and whereas the work of reference 5 has assumed constant 
pressure over the path, the present work allows an additional degree of 
freedom in the descripticn of the pressure profile. 
The program presented provides a means GP determining temperature 
f rom experimental measurements of emission and absorption a t  two or 
more wavelengths. But i t  also provides a means, before any experiments 
a r e  performed, of selecting those wavelengths whose use will lead to the 
best attainable accuracy. This prior sele ctiom is very important, because 
a poor selection of wavelengths may lead to unacceptably high uncertainty 
in the temperature and may even lead to  an  erroneous solution of the 
equations. The existence and avoidance of th i s  incorrect solution for the 
temperature profile i s  demonstrated. Thus, thi? repilrt provides tht. 
potential user with a means of determining whet her t h i s  method will be 
sufficiently accurate for his particular application, a s  well a s  providing 
a means of finding the solutioil if  the r,.,ethod is adopled Symbols a r e  
listed in appendix A. 
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS 
Method of Determining Temperature and Pressure Prof~ lcs  
The method is iterative with each iterative step consisting of three 
principal parts : 
1. With current profiles of temperature and pressure, c ompute the 
gas radiance and transmittance at each wavelength of measurement, 
2. Record the difference between computed and measured gas rad!- 
ance and transmittance a t  each bavelength of measurement. 
3. Correct the current profiles in (1) t o  reduce the differences in 
(2) t o  zero. 
Functional forms of the temperature profile T(x) and the partial 
pressure profile p(x) of the absorbing gas a r e  a.ssumed in advance. The 
Zi 
temperature profile is expressed in terms of two unknown parameters # 1 and the pressure profile in terms of one unknown parameter, A mini- 
mum of one se t  of measurements, a t  each of two wavelengths, is required 
to yield a solution for the unknown parameters, each set actually in- 
volves four radiometric measurements (i. e. , four instrument readings). 
The colnputational program then determines, from the sjmultaneous 
solution of equations containing actual radiometric measurements, t he 
values of these parameters that malw computed values of radiance and 
transmittance equal to measured values. 
Additional wavelengths of measurement may improve accuracy, in 
such case, a least-squares method of solution is employed. The results 
obtained a r e  the values of the parameters when the '?rt.sidual",. whie h 
is the sum of the squares of the differences between measured and com- 
puted values of radiance, is a minimum. 
The functions used in this program may be modified a s  desired for 
particular application. However, tests  during development of the 
prhgram have shown that it is impractical to characterize the temprra- 
* 
ti1r.c profile by more than two unknown parameters  because thc act u ra ry  
of the solution becomes unacceptably low. 
The profiles. - In the present program, the profiles a r c  taken to  be 
rrxisymmetric, with shapes chosen to  resemble the t ransverse pressure 
and temp,ratur e distributions often found in ducts. The functions a r e  
tlxprcssed in  t e r m s  of values of the  dependent variable at the axial, or 
centerline, position (subscript c )  and a t  a wall position (subscript w), 
and the value of a shape parameter qT o r  qp for temperature o r  p r r s -  
s u r e ,  respectively. 
1. When the temperature profile is fa r  from isothermal,  it is taken 
as 
where 
It is assumed that  T, is measured independently. Parameters  Tc 
and qT a r e  determined by the computational program. They a r e  then 
termed the dependent p a r s h i t e r s .  This family of curves is shown in 
figure l(a).  
2. When the profile is nearly isothermal, except for a thin boundary 
layer  a.t each end, the temperature profile is taken a s  
where 
where 
z = x/xl for 0 r x s xl 
z = ( L - x ) / x l  for L - X ~  5 x 5 ~  
This definition of T(x)l provides continuity of both temperature and tem- 
perature gradient at x = xl and at x = L - xl. This family of curves 
is shown in figure l(b).  Using this definition, qT and xl a r e  preassigned 
some reasonable values and the computational program determines T; 
and Tc as the dependent parameters. It is assumed that Tw is meas- 
ured independently. 
3. The partial pressure profile of each absorbing gas is assumed 
to be of the for ~n 
where 
The profile is shown in figure l(c).  Different initial values may be assumed 
for parameters pc, p , and q for each gas. The choice of tl: initial W P 
values of the parameters may be aided by a computation of the partial 
pressure of the reaction products. These pressures can be computed for 
a range of reaction product temperatures and a range of partial pressures 
:t11d reactant composit?on using the computer program of rcfcrcilcc 7. 
Fi-om these data a cl~irice for initial values of tlie pressure parameters 
co;tn be niade. (The program of ref .  7 may be obtained from i t s  aut i~ors , 
r,li written request, by sending a magnetic tape a t  least 1200 ft long and 
by  specifying the type of computer, Par ts  of the program not used in 
this application may be removed after the program has been trans- 
ferred from tape l o  cards, ) 
Tests during the development of the program for computing tcmpcr- 
a,ture and .:essure profiles have shown that only one depcndcnt prcs- 
su re  parameter can be determined with acceptable accuracy. This is 
best done by designating the parameter pc, of the principal absorbing 
(subscript 1) as an independent paramrter.  The wall pressure 
pw, 1 is selected to be directly proportional to the center pressure, and 
the shape parameter n is chosen judiciously and held constant. P, 1 
Assumed parameters for a! other absorbing gases (subscript k) and 
all nonabsorbing gas e s  (subscript j ) determine the initial pressure pro- 
files [pk(~g0  and [ ~ ~ ( ~ g ~ *  
Next, these profiles a r e  made dependent on the profile p l (x )  The 
absorbing gases initially have profiles that determine ratios 
~ p ~ ( x ) / p ~ ( x ) l ~  Then, a s  pl(x) is changed by the program, these other 
profiles a r e  also changed by the linear relation 
After tlie absorbing-gas pressure profiles a r e  determined, the non- 
absorbing-gas pressure profiles p. (x) a r e  adjusted to make the sum of 
1 
all gas pressures equal to the measured s ~ a t i c  pressure pS which is 
assumed to be independent of x, so that 
An additional constraint is to maintain the relative amounts of each non- 
absorbing gas a s  given by the initial profiles, that is, in the ratio 
Thus the pressures of the nonabbarbing Lases a r e  given hy 
The residuals, - Initial values of all parameters of the profile func- 
tions a r e  tabulated, and the resultant nets of values of h a s  radiance NL 
and transmitti:a~t>e T a r e  computed for two or more wavelengtll~ from L 
radiometric equations. The comput?d quantities a r e  denoted by 'NL 
and rL. The corresponding measured quantities at the same wave- 
m lengths a r e  denoted by " N ~  and rL. The difference between the 
computed and measured quantities is called the "residual. l 1  The re -  
sidual for gas radian'ze may be expressed as a fractional value 
It is preferable to use gas absorptance aL = 1 - r L  in place of trans- 
mittance rL for the transmittance residual because aL is more nearly 
proportional to the gas pressure and to the gas absorption coefficient. 
The residual for gas absorptance is defined a s  
The solution. - The solution is reached by reducing the residuals to 
an  acceptably small  value by appropriately changing the two variable 
parameters in the equation for the temperature profile and the one vari- 
able parameter in the equation for the pressure profile. This is done 
iteratively using the Newton-Raphson method (ref. 8, p. 175) because 
the equations a r e  nonlinear. For two wavelengths of measurement each 
P 
8 
1 
i t(hr:~tivr step involves the solution of the following threc simultant~tns 
c*cluntions for the incremeilts Ay.  to  the current value of  thc thrcc van- 3 
; i I ) l ~  paramrtcrs represented by y 
Note that only one wavelength is needed for R 
Q! 
to determine one 
pressure parameter. The derivatives in equation (8) a re  obtained numer- 
ically. The final value of the residuals is zero, 
There a r e  c a s w  where there a r e  more measurements than there a r e  
variable parameters. For these cases, where the final values of the 
residuals a r e  not necessarily zero, a damped least-squares modification 
of equation (8) is used to find a solution a t  which 
where there a r e  as many residuals RN as there a r e  i wavelengths, 
and there is only one residual R ,. The damped least squares method 
is used i,n this program. Its derivation is in the second part of appendix B. 
In addition to the solution for the profile parameters, at, f : .~ t in~atc  
is made of the e r ror  4.n tile parameters that would be caused by stated 
random e r r o r s  of radiometric measurements and tabulated absorption 
coefficients. (Typical orders of magnitude for these e r ro r s  a r e  1 per- 
cent in radiation and 5 percent in absorption coefi;cient. ) The e r ror  
equation is derived in appendix B. 
Measurement of Gas Radiance and Transmittarice 
The actual gas radiance NL and tranvnlittance T~ a r e  derived 
from measurements of detector (radiometer) output voltage V that is 
assumed to  be proportional to incoming radiant: power. The factor of 
proportionality (calibration factor) of the detector includes the effect of 
all optics between the radiometer element and the gas, but it need not 
be known. explicity if i t  remains eonstai~t for a:: measurements. The 
optics include, in addition to windows, lenses, and stops, a monoclwo- 
mator of bandwidth AX centered on wavelen@h A. The following 
measurenieiits of detector output voltage V a -e made: 
(a) Vo, where a calibrated source of rad t  Ice No is placed at the 
gas location, in place of the gas. 
(b) V1, due to radiation from the gas. 
(c) V2, where a stable comparison source radiates through the 
gas path, but the gas is absent. 
(d) V3, when the comparison source radiates through the gas path 
in the presence of the gas. 
By chopping the radiation from the comparison source at  a unique, 
distinctive frequency, voltages V1 and Vg a r e  distinguished from each 
other, and voltage Vg aoes not include gas radiation (ref. 1, p. 28). 
These four measurements yield 
Computation of Gas Radiance and Transmittance 
The gas radiance, integrated over a narrow wavelength b a ~ d  AX 
c!rntered at X and over a path length L, is 
where N: is the Pla~lck radiation function 
and r is the gas transmittance over the path from 0 to x. The dc- 
tailed justification for equation (11) is presented in reference 5. 
The gas transmittance for a band Ah is described by a band-model 
formulation for a nonisothermal gas based on equation (5) of reference 9. 
This formulation has been justified and applied in reference 2, and sum- 
marized in reference 10. For profiles with a large variation in tem- 
perature, the formulation as modified in references 3 and 11 is adopted. 
Other band-models can be found in the l i teratwe (ref. 12). 
The transmittance r for a single gas is a function of the dimen- 
sionless optical depth u and is 
1 
-UP, ] 
T = exp 
For a mixture of q absorbing gases the combined transmitiance is the 
product 
The optical depth of a path length x is 
where k is the absorption coefficient at local temperature T and par- 
tial pressure p of the absorbing gas and rj is an interpolation param- 
eter.  The parameter ,l? is the local value of the line overlap parameter 
and is given by /3 = 27ry/d where y is the average line width, and d is 
the average line spacing. The definitions of u and r given here differ 
slightly i n  form from those of references 3 and 11 for reasons of compu- 
tational expediency. 
A modification in references 3 and I1 replaces the constant average 
P, of reference 2 (Pa, of ref. 4)  by a cumulative average produced by 
weighting P(x) with the absorption coefficient, s o  that 
The interpolation parameter rj is given by one of two formulas 
where 
Values for A1, A2, A3, A4, and A5 a r e  listed in table I in t t:rms ol 
(/3 ' B e l o  
The computation for the initially assumed profiles T(x) and g(x) 
first determines a l l  values of k, p, and Be, a s  functions of x from 
the band model data and equation (15). For example, tabulations of k, 
- 
and (y/d)s for H20, C02) and CO may be obtained from reference 13 
or, for H20, from references 14 and 15, (The subscript s h ~ r r  de- 
out es the value at  standard temperature and pressure. ) Values of k, 
In the tables a r e  denormalized to the local gas temperature and par lk l  
pressure by 
where p is in atmospheres and T is in kelvin, Similarly, the tab1,- 
lated values of (y/d), = ,Gs/(20) may be used to obtain the local value a s  
3 
it i s  affected by 'the line-br oadening effect of a91 gas components in 
accordance with the formula 
where p pk a r e  the partial pressures, and af , a; a r e  the broaden- 
Ing coefficients for the k absorbing gases and j nonabsorbing gasesn 
For the absorbing gas, values of a* a re  given in reference 16 and art3 
listed in  table 11. 
The path length 0 5 x 5 L is divided into increments Axi = xi - x , - ~  
(i = 2, . . . ) and the values of k, P/Pe, Pe are cielermined at each 
station. Then, starting with the values rl = 0, ul = 0, and r1 = 1 at 
x = 0, the following sequence of computations is made for each successlvp 
increment of path: 
( I )  Find ui = uiel + Aul with equation (14), using ki, (P//je),. ([3e)i, 
and V i - 1 .  
(2) Find qi with equations (10) and ( l l ) ,  using ui. Linear inter- 
polation in table I is used to find A1 to A4, since the computation is 
relatively insensitive to these quantities. Equation (11) is used to find 
*5* 
(3) Find ri with equation (12) using ui and (P,)i. 
For the numerical computation, equations (14) and (15) a r e  written 
Accuracy of the Solution 
There a r e  several sources of e r ror  that affect the accuracy of the 
solution, First there is the basic limitation of the functional farms 
assumed for the temperature and pressure profiles. Obviously not all 
situations encountered in  practice can be accommodated by these func- 
tions with acceptable accuracy. For those cases other functional forms 
must be used. This basic limitation is demonstrated in the section 
"Application of the Program t o  a n  Experiment" where an example is 
worked out for a temperature profile that cannot be matched exactly by 
the assumed functional form for the temperature. 
Another source of e r ror  j.s generated by the nature of the set of 
iteration equations for the parameters, equation (8). On the left side, 
the matrix of derivatives may be poorly conditioned. The condit~oning 
of the matrix is affected by the selection of the wavelengths of meas- 
l ~ ~ ~ e r n e n t ,  Proper selection of the wavelengths is treated in the next 
section. 
The residuals on the right side of equation (8) a r e  not exact quail- 
C m Lities due to e r r o r s  in their components 'NL, rL, m ~ L ,  and rL. rn The measured quantities m ~ L  and rL contain an experimental 
- .-, L 
random measurement e r ro r  and the computed quantities NL and C ~ L  
a re  in error  because of uncertainties in  the tabulated gas parameters 
ps and ks. There a r e  also e r ro r s  due to deficiencies in the band 
model used in the gas transmittance calculation. These deficiencies 
in the model are covered in the references cited in the previous st1 i",t' ion 
and will not be covered further here. Thus, even if  the computer pro- 
gram succeeds in finding a solution that reduces the residual values to 
zero, the computed parameters a r e  still i n  e r r o r  due to the residual 
e r rors .  By using equations (6) and (7) it can easily be shown that the 
residual e r ro r s  a t  the solution, 6RN and 6R, a r e  given by 
m C 
where 6'NL, 6 NL, 6'rL, and 6 m r L  a r e  the e r ro r s  in  NL, m ~ L ,  
and mrL, respectively. 
r ~ )  
To proceed further it is necessary to specify the e r r o r s  in the 
measured and computed quantities. It will be assumed that al l  meas- 
urements have the same probable e r r o r  given by 1 6 m ~ / m ~ l  and that 
the computed values for NL and rL have random e r ro r s  due to the 
uncertainty 1 6ks/ks 1 in published ks values. 
The uncertainty in the value of Ps will be neglected. Thus, only 
two random e r ro r s  will be considered, I G ~ V / ~ V  I and 1 6ks/kS I . 
Using equations (10) and the definition ma = 1 - mrL it can be 
easily shown that 
To estimate the random e r ro r s  in  the computed quantities, assume a 
C simplified transmittance equation given by rL = exp(-kpL). It can 
then be shown that 
The above quantities when substituted into equations (20a) and (20b) 
give for the squares of the random residual e r ro r s  
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALI'I'Y 
2 The random residual e r r o r  6RN (eq. (22a)) depends on the e r r o r  
6k/k. An alternative form that eliminates this dependence is to substi- 
tute for equation (6) the expression $ 
where NL is an  apparent radiance defined by 
By repeating the previous procedure it  can be shown that 
2 The quantity 6 ~ ;  is less than 6RN whenever 
2 Because experience has shown that 6 ~ :  is less  than 6RN in  most 
practical situations, the computer program presented herein uses RN 
given by equation (23) instead of RN given by equation (6) for the re -  
siduals in equations (8) or (9). 
Equations (25) and (22b) give a measure of the uncertainties in  the 
ze ro  values for the residuals a t  the solution. These expressions a r e  
used in the computer program following the procedure outlined in ap- 
pendix B to  compute the random e r ro r s  in the temperature and pressure 
profile parameters. 
Selection of Wavelengths of Measurement 
The wavelengths differ principally in their associated gas absorp- 
tion coefficients. Figure 2 shows the absorption coefficient k for the 
2 . 7  pm band of HZ0 At wavenumbers near the center of the band 
(3704 cm- I), k decreases with temperature; a t  the wings, k increases 
with temperature. Substantial differences in 1: exist, especially at a 
low temperature. Another difference due to wavelength is caused by a 
greater increase of the Planck-function radiance with temperature a t  
the shorter wavelengths. Since the variation of k with wavelength is 
the phenomenon that enables the profile to be determined, large differ- 
ences would be expected to be favorable. 
The wavelengths a r e  selected to maximize accuracy of the solu- 
tion, and equally ilnportant, to avoid an  incorrect second solution that 
can exist. This preliminary selection 1s performed through an auxil- 
iary computer program WAVES. The selection procedure will  be illus- 
trated with b ~ t h  modes of the temperature profile function, equa- 
tions (1) and (2). 
Avoiding an  incorrect sol.utioiz. - The WAVES program uses the 
following procedure: For assumed values of the two variable temper- 
ature parameters in equations (1) or (2), as applicable, and one variable 
pressure parameter in equation (3)) the quantities %L and 'rL a r e  
computed for each wavelength. These computed quantities a r e  substi- 
tuted for presumed error- i ree  measurements mRL and miL of the 
assumed profiles. Then, taking one wavelength at a time, one param- 
eter w of the temperature profile is assigned a value different from 
c- that assumed. The quantities NL and 'rL change. Then, new 
values of the other temperature parameter and the pressure parameter 
m- a r e  found by iteration that restore the equalities 'RL = NL and 
'rL = mrL. This procedure is repeated for a number of assigned 
values of the temperature profile parameter w, and the results a r e  
tabulated by the program . 
For each wavelength, the tabulation can be plotted as a curve with 
the independently varied parameter w as abscissa and the dependent 
temperature parameter as ordinate. The intersection of any two curves 
is a two-wavelength solution for a temperature profile. 
As a n  example, assume a path length of 100 cm, hydrogen-air 
combustion, at 1 atm total pressure having 1$0 pressure pa,rameters 
PC = 0.35 atm, pw = 0.30 a tm,  and n = 0.5. Computations are made P 
for wavelengths in the 2 . 7  pm band of H 2 0  Results a r e  plotted in 
figure 3 for the profile of figure l(a) with nT as the independent param- 
eter and Tc as dependent, and in figure 4 for the profile of figure l (b )  
with T; as the independent parameter and Tc a s  dependent, with no 
wall boundary layer (xl = 0). To facilitate plotting and to  emphasize 
differences in the curves, the ordinate Y of the graph is tabulated by 
the program as a function 
where Z is the dependent parameter, w is the independent parameter, 
Wo is the originally-assumed vahre, and < is chosen by the program 
as describes in appendix C. All curves intersect a t  the t rue  solution. 
Some pairs  of curves intersect at a second point that is a n  incorrect 
solution. For example, in figure 4, wavenumbers 3500 and 3100 cm-' 
intersect at approximately T; = 2200 K and Tc = 1840 K .  A solution by 
the computer program converged to T; = 2223 K and Tc = 1873 K from 
a starting point T; = 2300 K and Tc = 1800 K. To assure  convergence 
to  the t rue  solution, a pair of curves should have increasing separation 
with distance from the true solution. Accuracy is greatest when there 
is a large difference of slope between a pair of curves. Where two 
curves become parallel, accuracy approaches zero. 
Inspection of figures 3 and 4 show that no single pair of wavelengths 
is satisfactory for all profiles. Acceptable pai rs  of wavenumbers in 
figure 3 are (3100, 3550 cm- l )  and (3100, 3775 cm-l) .  The 2000 K 
almost-isothermal profile that led t o  figure 4 shows a n  acceptable pair 
(3500, 3100 cm") for T; below 2000 K, and a n  acceptable pair 
(4100, 3400 c m - l )  for  T$ above 2000 K. 
Tes t s  of the pressure  profile when the two pressure  parameters  
pw and pc were assumed to  be variables, and only T, was vari- 
able, gave curves nearly alike for all wavelengths, Thus, poor ac- 
curacy of the computed pressure  profile makes this  technique unac- 
ceptable; it is therefore necessary to l imit oneself to only one variable 
pressure parameter.  The reasons for this pcor accuracy a r e  (1) that 
radiance and absorption coefficient usually vary more strongly w t h  
temperature thF.n they do with pressure and (2) that the rAlcasurement 
of T ~ ,  equation (10) which is the principal source of mnformation about 
the pressure ,  is sensitive only to the integral of pressure  over the 
path and not to  local w.lues of pressure ,  whereas NL (which is the 
principal source of information about temperature)  is sensitive to local 
-
temperature. 
Maximizing accuracy of the solution. - The program that led to  
figures 3 and 4 does not provide an estimate of the e r r o r  for pa i rs  of 
wavelengths. This estimate is provided by the main program PROFlL 
(MODE=l). The e r r o r  estimate is made by pairing one principal 
wavelength with each of all the other wavelengths t o  be tested, For  
each dependent profile parameter ,  the program tabulates the e r r o r  in 
the parameter due to assigned e r r o r s  of the rad~ation-measurement 
voltages V and the tabulated absorption k,. 
As a n  example, such tabulated values a r e  plotted In figure 5 for the 
parameter T with the profiles and some of the wavelcngti~s of figure 3. C 
The assumed e r r o r s  were 1 percent in V and 5 percent in k,. Another 
example with the same assumed e r r o r  is plotted in figure 6 for Tc 
with the profiles and some of the wavelengths of figure 4. *These e r r o r s  
a r e  for profiles with T, = 2000 K, and the range of values covered by 
the abscissa parameter.  The e r r o r s  a r e  consistent with the slope - 
difference of curve pairs  in  figures 3 and 4. The e r r o r  is minimized 
in  figure 6 with wavenumber pa i rs  (4100, 3400 cm- l) above 1950 K, 
and (3500, 3100 c m - l )  below 1850 K .  
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All four of these wavenumbers have been used simultaneously in  a 
least squares solution by the program PROFIL (MODE-3). The rcsult- 
ing e r ro r  also plotted in figure 6(b), shows improvement at all values 
of T;. The effect of path length on the e r r o r  at T; = 1200 and 2000 K 
is listed in table III, for this four-wavelength combination The error 
varies approximately as the inverse square root of the path length, in 
this example. 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
The accuracy of the temperature profile found with measured data 
is dependent on the pressure and temperature profiles, path length, 
and wavelengths selected for measurement, It is desirable as a pre- 
liminary step to  assume realistic values for the path length and pres- 
sure  and temperature profiles for the absorbing gas, and then to select 
wavelengths and estimate the accuracy of the temperature profile 
parameters a s  was illustrated in the Selection of Wavelengths of Mcas- 
urement section. 
A separate main program WAVES (describe d in "Avoiding an incor - 
rect  solutionf1) is designed for the selection of wavelengths. Using these 
wavelengths, a principal main program PROFIL gives results in three 
modes of operation: 
MODE=l: This program computes the e r r o r  in the dependent pro- 
file parameters that would be caused by assigned random e r ro r s  of 
radiometric measurements and tabulated absorption coefficients. For 
given values of al l  profile parameters, gas radiance and transmittance 
a r e  calculated and the parameter e r r o r s  a r e  computed as in appendix B . 
Actual radiometric measurements a r e  not required. The estimate may 
be made for any pair of wavelengths consisting of one "principal" wave- 
length and any one of up to seven others. 
MODE=2: This program computes values for the dependent profile 
parameters using the iterative procedure described previously. Limits 
a r e  assigned to the dependent parameters by the user; i f  a limit is 
rcncliod during the iteration, that parameter becomes fixed, and the 
itcralion p r o c ~ c d s  for the remaining dependent parameters, When a 
least- squsrcs solution is used, the magnitude of the final root- mcan- 
square residual R (ccl. (9)) i s  also provided. In addit~on. using the 
same proecduro a s  in MODE-1, the e r r o r  in the dependent parameters 
t1x-i-t would be caused by assigned random er rors  in the radiometric 
n~casurcmtwts and tabulated absorption coefficients is computed 
MODE:-3: This program is used to find the change of temperalurc, 
profile that wt~uld be caused by a changtb In one of the ~nd~pthndent pro- 
file parainctcrs, A sc?c.ona se t  of data cards 1s required that incor- 
poratc the clmngso Starting with an assumt>d prafilc and gas-property 
data, the resulting radiance and transmittanc c that would be measured 
a r e  calculated. The second set  ol data cards is then introduced t o  
change one of the independent profile parameters, and the computation 
in  MODE -2 is performec! using the previous ~achant  e and iransmiiiance 
values to yield a revised profile, This process is uscjful in Identifying 
independent profile parameters to which the t empc~rature profile is 
unusually sensitive. 
The flowchart fo r  program PROFIL i s  flgurc 7 Aftor readlng input 
data and calculating some initial conditions, t hc main program L alls  
subroutines TEMP that calculates profiles, and TRANS that calculattls 
gas transmittance and radiated flux, The subroutlncs artJ principally 
a computation using equations presented in the text, Thc tiquaiion 
numbers appear on comment cards in the listings. 
?'he test  result DONE=l is obtained when (1) the number of iterations 
reaches a preset number, or (2) when the root-mean-square sum of all 
rtlsiduals is less than or  (3 )  when the fractional change of the 
variable parameters per iterative step has brcorne less than for 
3 Tw and Tc , and less than 10- for pc and nT. Critcnon (3 )  is 
needed when there a r e  more residuals than variable paramcltlrs, be- 
cause the residuals t hen reach a nonzero m~nimum, 
A subsidiary loop of moderate complexity determines the varlable 
parameter increments and tests  the parameters for exceeding their 
limits. The loop contains a control indcx number KEY that manipulates 
the indcx of FORTRAN DO statements as follows. The variable profile 
* 
~ ~ i ~ r a m r t e r s  in equation (1) are nT, Tc, p,. Tw. They are represented 
by a FORTRAN subscripted variable PA(K) that is controlled by a DO 
index K=Kl, K2, K3. An index initially K-1, 3, 1 selects  para.mett.rs 
"T' Tc, pc for the profiles of fiyw l ( a )  and K-2, 4, 1 s r l r ~ t s  param- 
eters T,, p,, T; for the profiles of figure l(b). 
Any parameter in either profile can be fixed when it  reac hes an 
assigned limit by changing the index parameters  K1, K2, K3 This is 
done by setting K1, K2, K3 equal to the subscripted quantities 
KEYl(KEY), KEY2(KEY), I<EY3(KEY) that can be manipulatnd, The 
subscript KEY can select any conlbination of numbers for K1, K2, K3 
as shown in  table N. The variable parameters  for each KEY are a lso  
listed. By designating the profiles of figure l(a) as PROF-1 and the 
profiles of figure l (b)  as PROF=2 the table is valid for PROF=l and 
PROF=2 when subsequent additions are made, K1-K1-l+PROIF, and 
'K2=K2- It-PROF. The initial profile with no limits reached is KEY=l. 
Before entering the loop, KEY=l, and K1, K2, K3, are set as in 
the table. This frees the currently fixed parameters  to return inside 
their l imits  during every iterative step. Thus, on first entering the 
loop, all three parameters  (corresponding t o  KErS?=l) are incremented 
and compared with their l imits.  U the K'th parameter  is within its 
limit, a limit-indicating variable LIM (K4)=0 where K4 =K- PROF+ 1 
(to be valjd for P R O F 4  and PROF-2). If the KYth parameter is outside 
the limit, L I M ( K ~ ) = ~ .  The value of KEY is a number from 1 t o  8 
given by 
If this new value of KEY is not 1 or 8 the preceding procedure of this 
paragraph is repeated only once from the start of the loop with the 
new value of KEY, and the corresponding K l ,  K2, K3 t o  find new 
parameter increments and tentative new parameter values. The loop 
is then exited, the tentative new parameter values are then accepted, 
and tllc itrration ~ ~ r o c c e d s .  At tlic solution the e r ro r  of the prohlc 
par:linctrrs is rstimatcd . Tllc program listing wit 11 a FORTRAN symbol 
list is appclndix D. The subroutirlc lit;r~ngs a r c  appendixes E and F. 
Thc flow chart for  program WAVES is hgurc 8 .  Aftrr reading thc 
input data, the program (following the prnccdurc dcscri bvd 111 S(blt?( t i o r ~  
m of Wav~lcngt l l~  of Measuremei~t) first  sets m ~ L  -- and T~ c T~ 
for the initial profile, Then fcik:, th r rc  ilcsted loops. An outer DO 
loop for  selecting eeall given wave.engt 11. a DO loop for ass~gning given 
values to onc illdependent variable profil(1 paramct cr; ancl an i tc.ration 
loop like PROFIL that finds the other two dependchnt variablil para meters. 
If a variable parameter reaches a limit during iterati on, thcl it cration 
is ended. After completion of tlle two DO loops the results alw tabu- 
lated. The program listing, with FORTRAN symbols no1 used in pro- 
gram PROFIL, i s  appendix G. 
Successive problems in the same run may omit input data that IS 
nut chaiiged. (Bst h PROFIL and WAVES programs. ) Tile READ data 
is omitted by not putting IREI'ID=~ jn the NAMELIST data, In t hc 
NAMELIST, the data-input parameters of temperature, Tw, T,, and 
nT, and pressure,  pw, pc, and n are given starting valucs that arc? P 
not changed by the program because they a r e  replaced by different 
internal symbols for rnmputation. After computation the valutis of the 
internal symbols a r e  printed, but w ~ t l l  the cnrrespond~ng syi~lhols of 
the initial data- input parameters, 
PROFIL PROGRAM USE 
Input 
The input consists of four types of data: (1) compvter program con- 
t ro l  constants (2)  measurements of gas radiance and trans,nittancc at  
selected wavelengths (3)  tabulations from the l i t e r a t ~ ~ r e  of gas trans- 
mission parameters a t  selected wavelengths and (4; i cdcapend~nt lg deter - 
mined or estimated profiles uf partial pressures o! tl?e gas rtlaciion 
products. 
The collected input data are read i n  with a FORTRAN NAMELIST 
for single-subs cript quantities, followed by a FORTRAN READ 
STATEMENT f o r  multipla- subscript quantities. An example in 
appendix H shows this input data in the came format as punched on . 
cards, for MODE=l, five wavenumbers, and two gases,  H20 and N2. 
The data conform to the following specifications. 
NAMELIST' DATA. - The following list gives the FORTRAN symbol 
with its subscripted maximum dimension and et,uivalent s.lgebraie 
symbol, in  the I\IAMELISr~' sequence. 
FORTRAN symbol 
-- 
Abpbraic  Description 
--- 
MODE 
PROF 
MODE4 finds e r r o r  estima.te 
of pairs of wavenumbers con- 
sisting of the f i r s t  wavenui~tber 
pairecl with each succeeding 
wavenumber 
M0J)E-2 finds solution to given 
measurements, with e r r o r  
estimate 
MODE=3 finds gas radiance and 
transmittance for given input, 
then requires  NAMELIST re- 
peated that may have changes 
from the f i r s t  NAMELIST, and 
finds solution the same as 
MODE =2 
PROF-1 profile figure l(a), var- 
iable parameters  TC, PC, 
NT. PROF=;! profile fig- 
u re  l(b), variable parameters  
TW, TC, PC, with given bound- 
a r y  layer wall temperature TWB, 
thickness X(JB) 
FORTRAN symbol 
LREAD 
PAT13 
I1 (8 maximum) 
WAVE (8) 
MRL(8 
MTAUL(8) 
ERRV 
NT 
{*. 
TWB 
Algebraic Des cr ipti.on 
symbol 
IREAD=l requires  READ data 
for GAS, ALPH, KTAR, BTAB. 
With IREAD=l omitted, READ 
data must be omitted 
L Test  section path I.ength, cm 
Number of wavenumbers for com- 
putation (when IREAD=l, I 1  
must equal number of data 
cards for KTAB and BTAB) 
Wavenumber cm- l 
Measured radiance W, cm' ' 
ste r -  (eq. (10)) 
Measured transmittance (eq. (1 0)) 
Percent e r r o r  of ra.diation meas- 
u r  ement 
Percent e r r o r  of tabulated ab- 
sorption coefficient 
Gas temperature,  K, a t  wall. 
For PROF=2 with boundary 
layer, T: approximates f ree  
s t ream temperature near the 
wall 
Gas temperature,, K, on axis 
Gas temperature profile equation 
exponent 
Gas temperature, K, at wall for 
PROF =2 wit.h boundary layer 
FORTRAN symbol Algnbraic Description 
-
symbol 
J B  (minimum is 1 at wall) Index for X(JB) giving distance I 
x from wall where boundary 
layer ends, for PROF-2 
Upper limit of profile param- , 
e te rs  TW, TC, PC, NT 
Lower limit of profile param- 
e ters  TW, TC, PC, NT 
L1 (3 maximum) Number of absorbing gases 
L2 (6 maximum) 
NK (8 maximum) 
NB (8) maximum) 
TBTAB(8) 
Number of absorbing plus non- 
absorbing gas e s  
ps Gas static pressure, constant 
along optical path 
PC Partial pressure of each gas, on 
axis 
n P Pressure profile equation ex- 
ponent of each gas 
pw Partial pressure of each gas, 
at wall 
Number of tabulated values of 
KTAB read in for data 
Temperatures at which values 
of KTAB a r e  tabulated in 
READ data 
I 
Number of tabulated values of 
BTAB read in for data 
4 
Temperatures a t  which values of 
BTAB a r e  tabulated in READ 
data. 
FORTRAN symbol Algebraic Description 
svmbol 
J1 (41 maximum) Number of stations along optical 
path. MI IS^ be odd. Omit if  
program is acceptable. 
Station distance ratio, from wall 
to centcr, as fractional value 
0 to I .  Omit i f  list in DATA- 
statement of program is 
acceptable. Maximum 
J=(J1+1)/2 
ITER Maximum number of iterations 
READ statement data. - - The following list gives the FORTRAN sym- 
bol with its subscripted maximum dimension, the format of each card, 
and the equivalent algebraic symbol. 
FORTRAN Format Algebraic Description 
symbol symbol 
GAS (6) 6A6 Names of all gases 
ALPH(3,6) (12F6.0) a* Broadening factor for up to 3 ab- 
sorbing gases by up to 6 total 
number of gases. Card se- 
quence is one card for each L1 
absorbing gases. Each card 
lists the broadening factor for 
each of L2 gases. 
FORTRAN Format Algebraic - Desc rQipti --- C J I ~
symbol - syrnibol 
KTAB(8,3,8) (12F6.0) ko Absorption coefficttvt at S. T. P. 
for up to I l=8  wavrsnumbers, 
L1=3 gases, NK=8 tabu1a'tt.d 
points. Card sequence i s  one 
se t  of cards for each of L1 
absorbing gascts. Each set has 
I1 cards corresponding t o  I.ht.? 
wavenumbers i n  NAMELIST. 
Each card lists abaorpt~on c oef- 
ficients corr6~spond1ng to tern- 
peratures TKTAB i n  NAME- 
LIST. 
Line-broadening coeffir~ent at 
S. T. P. for up to 11 =8 wavenurn- 
bers ,  L1=3 gases, NB=8 tabu- 
lated points. Card sequence 
same a s  for KTAB abuvc?. Each 
card lists broadening coeffi- 
cients corresponding to temper- 
ature TBTAB in NAMELIST. 
The two gas  transmittance parameters KTAB and BTAB d ~ p e n d  on 
temperature. For H20 and COZY they a r e  tabulated in r r f r r rnces  10 
to 12 with KTAB and BTAB normalized to S. T. P, The program zntcr- 
polates between tabulated values to find a tabulated value at local tern- 
perature, then denormalizes to obtain KK and BB ai local temperature 
and pressure in accordance with equations (18) and (19). L ~ n e a r  inter- 
polation is used. If the profile temperature is outside t h o  temperalure 
range of the tabulation, KK and BB a r e  limited to the extreme tabulated 
value. It is thus desirable to prepare the tabulation wi ih  a tilmpcrature 
range running from the lower to upper limits appearing o n  other input 
cards for the profile temperatures TC, TW, and TWB. 
Out put 
An example of the output shown in appendix H for MODE =1 and 
PROF=2 consists of four parts: 
1. The input NAME LIST and READ data. 
2. Estimated e r ro r  of the profile parameters caused by the re- 
siduals, equations (':0) and (25), due to the e r ro r s  of measurement 
ERRV and of absorption coefficient ERRK. The example has ERRV=l 
percent and ERRK=5 percent. The example shows four wavenumbers 
3100, 3400, 4100, and 3000 cm" successively paired with the flrst 
wavenumber 3500 cm-l .  The first pair have residuals HN = 2 . 0  and 
3.2 percent a t  3500 and 3100 cm- l ,  and R, = 4.4 percent at 3500 c m - l o  
These residuals cause the listed three e r r o r s  for each parameter, and 
their r m s  total. 
3. Transmittance at each wavenumber, 
4. Temperature and pressure profiles. 
An example shown in appendix I for MODE=3 was in the same run 
and followed the preceding example. The READ statement data and most 
items in the NAMELJST were not changed. Thus, only two data cards 
we2e required. The first four wavenumbers were used in a least squares 
solution. Appendix I shows the input data in the same format as punched 
on cards. The first NAMELJST has MOBE=3 and I1=4. The required 
second NAMELIST has a change in the nonva~iable pressure parameter, 
pw = 0.36 replacing pw = 0.30. The output consists of four parts. 
1. The f irst  input NAMELIST and the second NAMELIST that differs 
by the new p, = 0.36 and an internal change to MODEd. Because 
IREAD=l was omitted, the READ data were cot required or printed out. 
2. Each iteration step lists the parameters, the residuals RN for 
each wavenumber, the residual R, for  the first wavenumber, the r m s  
total residual, and a step size that is the tota.1 fractional change of the 
variable parameters. In this example the 20 percent change of pw 
from 0.30 to 0.36 caused e r r o r s  6Tc = 1.2 K or  0.06 percent. 6pc = 
-0.019 atm or 5.4 percent, and 6Tw = 14 K or 0.5 p e r ~ e n t  . Because 
four wavenumbers were used (I1=4) the iteration was terminated by the 
small  step size,  as the residuals became stationary and remaint?d 
nonzero. 
3. Estimated e r ror  of the profile parameters caused by the residuals 
6RN and 6R,. The percent e r r o r s  a r e  6Tc = 3.5 percent, 6pc = 
7 .1  percent and 6Tw = 6.6 percent. These e r ro r s  a r e  much larger than 
those listed in (2) above caused by the change of pw. 
4. Temperature arrd pressure profiles, 
The output in  MODE=2 is the samp a s  MODE=3 without the f ~ r s t  NAME- 
LLS T. 
WAVES PROGRAM USE 
Input 
The input includes all quantities listed for PHOFIL. Three additlotla1 
quantities in the NAMELIST select the independent temperature param- 
e t e r  and assign values to it that differ from the initial value, The inde- 
pendent parameter is determined by index K4 of PA(K4), where K4=1 
for nT, K4=2 for Tc, and K4=4 for Tw. The program selects the 
dependent parameter in accordance with the profile, either PROF=l 
or PROF=2, 
FORTRAN symbol 
- 
Description 
K4 Index of independent variable temperature parameter 
PA (K4) 
NPA Number of values of PA1 to be used, up to ten. 
PA 1 (1 0) Values that may be assigned to  PA(K4). 
Out put 
An example in appendix J shows the input data in the same format 
as punched on cards for four wavenumbers and two gases, H20 and N2. 
The output has four parts: 
1. The NAMELIST alld READ data 
2. Temperature and pressure profiles / 
3. At each solution found by iteration, the four variable profile param- 
e ters ,  wavenumbers, number of iterations, final r m s  residual 
4. Tabulations of dependent parameter against independent: parameter 
for each solution in (2), with the dependent parameter modified for 
plotting by equation (27) with the constant [ 
Examples of plotted tabulation a r e  figures 3 and 4. 
DIAGNOSTICS 
A warning is winted each time: 
1. The pressure of all  absorbing gases exceeds the static pressure 
at any point on the pressure profile. 
2. During iteration when a variable parameter reaches the assigned 
upper or lower limit. 
APPLICATION OF THE PROGRAMS TO AN EXPERIMENT 
Three steps a r e  used t o  determine whether this method will be suf- 
ficiently accurate for an application. These steps will be summarized 
in  t h i s  section, and an example of an application will be givt-n. The steps 
are : 
1. Estimates of the temperature and pressure profiles a r e  made, 
and the profile equations a r e  selected. 
2. Some wavenumbers for measurern.ent a r e  selected. and then com- 
pared using graphs of the output of the 'WAVES program. This was 
demonstrated in figures 3 and 4. 
3 .  Accuracy of the dependent profile parameters is determined for 
the\ best pai rs  of wavenumbers selected from graphs in  step (2). This 
was demonstrated in figures 5 and 6. Tests with the PROFIL program 
in  MODE=3 may be run with a perturbation of an independent profile 
parameter. The resulting change of a l l  dependent profile parameters 
mag be judged acceptable o r  excessive. This is demonstrated in ap- 
y e x ~ d i ~ ~  [. 
based on the results of s teps (2 ) and (3),  it can then be deter mined 
11 ihere  exists  a pair of wavenurrhers that lead a n  acceptably low love1 
of random e r r o r  in  the computed parameters .  The experimental meas- 
uremellts are then made at the wavenumbers chosen and the resul ts  
se rve  a s  inputs to the PROFIL program in MODE=2 for determining the 
t e m p ~ r a t u r e  and pressure  profiles. 
An example of the PROFIL prvgram i s  given t o  i l lustrate tht) limita- 
lion of the assumed functional form of the temperature profile a s  do- 
s e r i b ~ d  by two vnriable parameters.  An assumed profile with a high 
temperature core ID shown in figure 9. This profile caPllut be matched 
exac tly by equations (la) or (lb).  The pressure profile is tho same a s  
used in other examples; hydrogen-air combustion at 1 atm, parameters  
p, = 0.30 atm, pc = 0.35 atin, and n, = 0.50. 
I' 
By following s teps  (1) t o  (3) given at the beginning of this  section . t  
was found that wavenumber; of 3 100 c m - l  and 3500 c m - l  were suitable 
for  use. The radiance and transmittance of the assumed profile were 
calculated a t  these wavenumbers to  represent e r ro r - f ree  measurements.  
With these measurements as input data, the PROFIL program in MODE--=2 
found the profiles with equations (Pa) and ( lb )  that a r e  plotted i n  figure 9. 
The profiles in figure 9(a) and (c) use  a n  independently determined wall 
temperature Tw = 1100 K that was made 100 K lower than the assumed 
profile Tw = 1200 K. This represents  an e r r o r  of Tw. Thr  difference 
between the assumed and computed profiles is a n  e r r o r  of approximat~on 
due to limitations in the ability of the profile functions to assume an a r -  
b i t rary  shape. This may be  compared with the e r r o r  band that is due to 
an  assumed radiance measuremeilt e r r o r  of one percent and a tabulated 
absorption coefficient e r r o r  of five percent. 
The PROFIE prograin data cards  and output for  figure 9(a) a r e  shoim 
in appendix K. The output format is the s a m e  a s  shown arid described for 
MODE =3, appendix I, without the f i r s t  namelist, 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
All of the examples presented in  this report  were for  hydrogen-air 
combustion at a pressure  of 1 atmosphere with a path length of 100 cm. 
These reactants produce H20 as the absorbing gas. li was shcwr, in  
table ZIT that the random e r r o r  in the computed profiles decreases with 
increasing path length. It can a lso  be shown that the random e r r o r  i n  
the profiles will decrease with increasing pressure  or by using a gas 
with greater  absorptance such as CO2* However, in  applications where 
the path length, gas pressure,  and gas type are a l l  fixed, a user  of t h i s  
computer program has only the chuice of the wavelengths of measure- 
ment at his disposal in  order  to attempt to bring the computed profile 
e r r o r s  within acceptable bounds. 
APPENDIX A 
A matrix of first derivatives 
Al  to A5 coefficients in eqs. (16) and (17) 
element of A 
matrix of s t ~ o n d  erivatives 
element of B 
average spectral line spacing 
gas absorption coefficient, cm- ' 
total path length of profile 
*T exponent in equation for temperature profile 
n P exponent in equation for pressure  profile 
N~ actual gas radiance 
m temperature-gradient , eq. (2) 
N* radiance by Planck function 
- 
N~ apparent radiance defined by eq,, (24) 
partial  pressure of absorbing gas 
static pressure 
number of absorbing gases 
total residual, r m s  value; also column matrix of 
residuals 
R (subscripted) residual, eq. (6) based on NL and TL 
6R (subscripted) residual e r r o r s ,  eqs. (20a) and (20b) 
-- 
R (subscripted) residual, eqs. (23). based on mL 
6E (subscripted) residual e r r o r ,  eq. (25) 
T temperature 
T$ temperature parameter in temperature p r d i l e ,  eq. (2), fig. 2(b) 
u dimensionless optical depth 
V detector output voltage 
w independently varied parameter 
x1 boundary layer thickness 
x distance along profile or  optical path 
y dimensionless ~ath- length  ratio, eq. (1) o r  variable parameter,  
e q -  (8), (B1) 
Y graph- plotting ordinate, eq . (27) 
Z dependent parameter 
z diiiiei~sioniess path- iengt h ratio, eq. (2) 
aL absorption factor of gas 
a* spectral  line -broadening coefficient 
spectral- line overlap factor, band rn ode1 parameter 
7 average spect ra l  line width 
77 interpolatiotl parameter 
h wavelength 
P gas density 
7~ transmittance 
< graph-plotting constant, eq. (27) 
Subscripts : 
c centerline of profile 
I 
I 
s standard conditions 
w ends of profile (wall) 
P pressure 
T temperature 
N radiance 
i? cf fe ctive value 
L total path length 
a absorptance 
X wavelength 
o initial conditions 
Superscripts : 
c (:om puted 
m measured 
Running indices : 
i path length; also wavelength in eq. (6) 
j absorbing gases 
k nonabs orbing gases; also dependent parameters in matrix solution 
L intermediate index for path length 
APPENDIX B 
PROFILE PARAMETER ERROR ESTIMATE 
In order t o  use  matr ix nohtion and FORTRAN coding, the four vari-  
able parameter symbols Tc, T,, pc, and nT a r e  replaced by one sub- 
scripted symbol y Only three of these are treated a s  dependent vari- j '  
ables a t  any one time. 
Due t o  random e r r o r s  in the measured and computed t e r m s  that 
form the residuals RN and R,, there will a lso be a random e r r o r  
6y. associated with each parameter y The random e r r o r s  in  the re-  J j ' 
siduals a r e  denoted by 6Ri (see eqs. (20) and (22)). 
When the number of equations is equal to the number m of unknowns, 
the e r r o r s  6y./y. a r e  a solution of m equations in m unltnowns, J J 
o r ,  in matrix notation, 
The elements of A a r e  partial  derivatives in equation ( B l )  that a r e  founr. 
by numerical ciif Cerentiation in the computer program. 
When the number n of equations is greater  than the number m of 
unknowns, ".e least squares method is applied t o  give the equation 
where A ' ~  is the transpose of A. This can be written as 
~vhich IS equivalent to the set of n equations, and m unknowns, 
Each term in equation (B5) isolates the corltributions of 6Ri to the 
tolal e r r o r  of each variable parameter. Since the sign of 6Ri is 
equally likely to be plus c r  minus, the r m s  total for a.11 n terms gives 
the estimated e r ro r  for each j parameter. 
Dampcd Least Squares Method 
Where an  iterative method of solution is used to deduce the profile 
parameters from experimental meaenrements, the profile parameter 
fractional increments a r e  6y./y. for a n  iterative step. The increment J J 
size is determined by the residuals Ri which a r e  to  be minimized. 
These residuals are :  EN, equation (23), at each wavelength hi; R,, 
equation (7), at wavelength hl.  The least squares method, equation (B3), 
minimizes R by reducing ATR t o  zero. Near the solution where 
T 
-A R becomes z e x ,  da:,?ring is required to prevent oscillation of the 
variable parameters about tc solution (refs. 17 and 18). When a damp- 
ing factor is selected in accordance with equatio2 (11) of reference 19, 
equation (B3) becomes 
The elements of matrix A a r e  first derivatives of the residual, given 
by 
a.. 11 = yj ( a ~ , / a y ~ )  
where Ri is by definition a fractional value. The transpose of A is 
T A ~ .  The damping increases the principal diagonal of A A by a factor 
1 -I- (p/q) where Q is a diagonal matrix whose elements a r e  the 
T principal-diagonal elements of A A ,  The number q is the length of 
T the principal-diagonal vector of A A whose elements a r e  qi, so  that 
The number p is the length of a vector given by the matrix product 
T B R, whose elements a r e  pi, so  that 
The elements of B a r e  second derivatives of the residual given by 
2 2 2 b.. = yj ( a  R ~ / ~ Y ~  ) 11 
Finite differences a r e  used to find a.. and b. .. Firs t  t rea t  the profile 11 1J 
parameter yl a s  follows fcr al l  wavelengths: 
(a)  Calculate current values of NL amd rL 
(b) Increase yl by multiplying it by 1.01 
(c) Calculate new values N L, a and r L, a (d) Decrease yl by a factor 0.99/1.01 
(e) Calculate new values N L, b and L, b 
( f )  Restore yi to  its starting value by multiplying it by 1/0.99 
The first derivatives for the ith wavelength, jth parameter a r e  
the second derivatives a r e  
Next, repeat the procedure (steps (b) t hough  (f)) for the succeeding pro- 
file parameters y j 
APPENDIX C 
DETERMINATION OF < IN EQUATION (27) 
The WAVES program involves the determination of how wavelengtll 
X affects the relation between a dependent temperature profile param- 
eter  Z and an independent temperature-profile parameter w. At the 
initial value wo, the value of Z(wo) is invariant with wavelength. How- 
ever,  Z(w, h )  changes slightly with wavelength when w + wo. The 
temperature-pr ofile determination depends on these smal l  changes, A 
graph of Z against w on an ordinary sheet of graph paper would show 
curves of considerable slope, so  that differences between curves for 
various values of h would not be readily apparent. To exaggerate 
these differences, the ordinate is changed from Z to  Z + <(w - wo). 
The value of ( is determined as follows. 
Let the range of the independent parameter be 
Among the values of Z (w) for a l l  the wavelengths which a r e  t r ied  in 
the computation, there  wil l  be a maximum value Zmax(wn) and a mini- 
mum value Zmin(wn). Similarly, there  will  be a maximum value 
(W ) and a minimum value Zmin(wm) The value of 5 is taken 
'max rn 
as 
The total span of ordinate values is thereby reduced severalfold. 
APPENDIX D 
PROFIL PROGRAM 
Program Symbols 
The following FORTRAN symbol list includes symbols in the sub- 
routines of appendixes E and F. It does not include symbols defined 
for NAMEUST and READ data in the section PROFIL PROGRAM USE, 
FORTRAN symbol De:,cription 
A(5,5) Condensed matrix of first derivatives 
B(4) Condensed matrix of second derivatives 
BB(8,3,41) Denormalized and broadened BO 
BE(8,3,41) BB weighted by KK 
B0(8,3,2 1) Interpolated local value of BTAB 
C1 
DAMP 
DE L(4) 
DPA(4) 
DPAPA(4) 
Constant of pressure profiles; ratio of each 
absorbing gas pressure to first absorbing 
gas pressure; ratio of each nonabsorbing 
gas pressure to  the total pressure of non- 
absorbing gases 
Constant of pressure profile of first absorb- 
ing gas, I? \v (~) /Pc(~)  
Damping constant for diagonal of least 
squares matrix 
Fractional change of variable parameter 
for derivatives (in data statement) 
Variable parameter increment for iteration 
step 
Fractional value of DPA 
VURTRAN symbol 
- 
DPV(3 ) 
DUM 
JMIR 
KEY 
DPA in condensed matrix 
Increment in transmittance 
Dummy to  prevent overflow or underflow 
Dummy to prevent overflow or underflow 
Dummy to prevent overflow or underflow 
Distance between stations X along path 
Residual caused by e r ro r s  ERRV and ERRK 
Interpolation parameter 
First derivatives for least squares matrix 
Dummy variable eqtlal to G 
Dummy variable equal to G in condensed 
matrix 
Second derivatives for damping least squares 
matrix 
Dummy variable equal to H 
Index parameter equal to I 
Index parameter equal to I1 
Iteration counter 
Wavenumber index parameter I+ 1 
Index for reflection of profile about center 
Path index parameter (J1+ 1)/2 
Path index parameter Jl+ 1 
Interpolated local value of KTAB 
Selector for variable parameters 
FORTRAN symbol 
KEYl(8) 
KE Y2 (8) 
KEY3(8) 
I(K(8,3,41) 
KV 
KV2 
K l  
K2 
K3 
LX 
L3 
MAX 
NEWLIM 
NTEST 
Index parameter (data statement) 
Index pararnster (data statement ) 
Index parameter (data statement) 
Denormalized KO 
Index of condensed matrix 
Index parameter KV+2 
Index parameter for variable parameters 
Index parameter for variable parameters 
Index parameter for variable parameters 
Index parameter for e r r o r  a r r a y  
Index parameter for gas type 
Largest absolute value of all DPAPA for an 
iteration step 
Controls number of tes ts  for upper and low 
parameter limits 
Equals pressure profile equation exponent 
NP(1) 
Diagnostic indicator of absorbing gas pres- 
sure  being greater than static 
Pressure of each gas a t  each statlor, along 
path 
E r r o r  of variable parameter caused by a 
residual ERR 
Tentative value of new PA for an  it.erative 
step 
Sum of pressure of all absorbing gases along 
path 
FORTRAN svmbol 
RAB (8 ) 
R2(8) 
STEP 
Description 
Gas radiance 
Equals CRL during numerical differentiation 
Equals CRL before numerical differentiation 
E q u ~ l s  CRL during llumerical differentiation 
Constant of Planck equation 
Cons?,ar?.t of Planck equation 
Sum of fractional changes to  variable param- 
e ters  for an iteration s tep  
Temperature at  each station along path 
Transmittance at each station along path 
Optical depth a t  each station along path 
Wavenumbers in sequence for printout 
Actual path lengths Z a  PATH/2 
Dummy equal to Z, the normalizcbr! pnth 
length 
PROFILE Program Uatlng 
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i i l i r 1 2 6  
G?U12b 
LrIu126 
u' lU126 
L O 7  1 2 6  
G'IU126 
0 0 0 1 2 6  
0 0 5 1 2 b  
0 9 1 2 6  
b00 135  
DntJlb6 
O C J  l b 6  
OOJlbb  
5 0 0 1 7 5  
L 3 3 1 7 5  
3 0  9 J E Z t J l  
3 B E = B P I I , L ~ J I / B f l I r L ~ J l  
I F ( B B E . S T ~ 1 0 0 ~ l R B C = l O O .  
S A V Z ~ K K I I ~ L ~ J I + P B E ~ * E T A I I ~ L I J - 1 1  
S l = S 1 * l S A V l + S A V 2 l * D X l J ) o . 5  
SbV1:SAVZ 
J I I , L , J ) = S l / B E l I , L , J l  
3 0  1 3  V=2,7  
I F ( B B E ~ G T ~ B B E T A P I Y I . ~ N ~ ~ ~ ( ~ N E E ~ I G O  TO 1 0  
? b T I O ~ ( B ~ E - B B E T A B ( Y - l l l / l B B E T A B l Y ) - R b E T 4 B l V - l ~ l  
A 5 = 1 . + . 1 8 5 0 0 3 E  
I F I U l I , L , J l . G T . A 5 l E T L I I , L 1 J ) ~ ~ U ~ I , L , J l + ~ l l Y - " + ~ A l l Y l - A l l ~ l - l l l  
X C R L T I 3 1 / 1 U l I ~ L ~ J 1 + ~ A 2 l N I - A 2 O u - l l l * R A T I O + A 2 l ~ - l 1 1  
I F I U I I , L , J I ~ L E ~ L ~ ) E T L I I ~ L ~ J I ~ ~ U I ~ ~ L ~ J I C ~ A ~ I N - ~ I ~ I A ~ I N I - A ~ I ~ I - ~ I I  
X C A b T I ~ l l / l A 5 + U l I , L 1 J I C I ~ A 4 I N l - A 4 1 N - l I ~ * R A T I O + A ~ ~ ~ - l l l ~  
GO TO 1 1  
1 L  CCVTIh lUE 
1 1  C O V T I Y U I  
4 C O V T I N U E  
TAU FOR L 1  GASES* E O  ( 9 ) ~ 1 1 3 1  
JO 1 2  I - I A , I J  
3 0  1 3  J = l , J l  
T P U ( I , 4 , J I = l .  
30 1'4 L = l , L l  
T A U I 1 ~ L ~ J I ~ E X ~ l - U ( I ~ L ~ J ) * B E I I ~ L ~ J ) I S O R T ~ l + l 5 7 O U I L J l l )  
1 4  T b U I l I 4 , J ) = T A U ( I , 4 ~ J l P T d U I I ~ L ~ J 1  
1 3  C O V T l Y U C  
1 2  C T A U L l I 1 = l A U 1 I 1 4 , J I  
SAS R A D I A Y C E  CRL E O I 8 1  
D O  1 5  I = I A , I B  
C R L I I I = f l .  
3 0  1 5  J z 2 1 J 1  
3 T b U I I v J I = T A O l I 1 4 ~ J - 1 ) - T A U I I t 4 , J l  
1 5  C ~ L l I ) ~ C ~ L I I I * I ~ I I v J l * 7 1 I ~ J ~ 1 l l ~ D T A U ~ I ~ J l * ~ 5 / ~ l ~ ~ ~ T ~ U L ~ I l l  
? E T U ? Y  
EYD 
5 5 
APPENDIX G 
WAVES PROGRAM 
Program Symb 01s 
The fol lowing FORTRAN symbol l i s t  i s  l imi t ed  t o  symbols not i n  t h e  
PROFIL symbol l i s t ,  APPENDIX D ,  and not i n  t h e  NAIVELIST da ta  i n  t h e  
s e c t i o n  WAVES PROGRAM USE. 
FORTRAN SYMBOL 
AMAX 
DESCRIPTION - 
Maximum value of dependent p r o f i l e  parameter t o  
determine ZETA 
Minimum value of dependent p r o f i l e  parameter t o  
d r t  e2mine ZETA 
Selec tor  f o r  va r i ab l e  p r o f i l e  parameters3 KEY=K~+ 
PRO?? -1 
my4 (5) Index parameter (da ta  s ta tement)  
Index parameter t o  s e l e c t  dependent v a r i a b l e  p r o f i l e  
parameter 
NPB Index parameter NPA -1 
PASAV (8,l.o) Dependent va r i ab l e  parameter a f t e r  co r r ec t ion  by 
ZETA 
PASAVE (4) Save s i n i t i a l  value of independent va r i ab l e  parameter 
ZETA (11) Graph-plotting constant  (APPENDIX C)  
ORIGINAL P.AGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
56 
APPENDIX G 
WAVES PROGRAM 
CGSYOY PQ0F,TWb, L ~ ~ J ~ ~ J ~ ~ J ' ~ C ~ ~ P S U M ~ J ~ ~ R ~ ~ ~ I ~ . ) ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I  
Y P A ( ~ ) , C T A U L I ~ ~ , C R L ~ ~ ~ , T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) X ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  Y ( 2 1 ) r L 3 1  
X ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ 4 1 1 ~ 9 ~ b ~ 4 1 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 6 ~ 4 1 l ~ P ~ 6 t 4 1 l ~ ~ ~ ~ H l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
X T4TdP l  B J , U T A R ~ 0 ~ 3 , R ) ~ K U ( R p 3 ~ 2 1 ~ t K H ~ 9 ~ 3 ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ R T A ~ ~ 8 1 ~  
X ~ T A ~ ~ P , ~ ~ P ) , Y O ~ B , ~ ~ Z ~ I I ~ R I R , ~ ~ ~ ~ I , P E ( ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ I E T ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
X u I ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ I , T A U ( R ~ ~ , ~ ~ I I ~ ~ P ~ ~ ~ A ~ I B I ~ T ~ S ~  
REAL HW,KTbR,K5vhPl 
IVTEGEQ POOF 
1 I H E & S I O U  O P A P A l 4 ) ~ R b 9 l R ) r ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 f ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ [ I ~ ~ l 3 l ~ p ~ l l l ~ ~ ~  
Y ~ O T L I M ~ ~ I , U P L I M ~ ~ ) , M R L ~ ~ I , M T ~ U L ~ A ) , G ~ ~ ~ S ~ , G V ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ G A S ~ ~ I I U A V ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
X Z12111Wb(01 ,PASAVIB ,101  ~ P A S A V E ~ ~ ~ ~ Y A ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ Z ~ T A I ~ ~ ~ ~ K E Y ~ ~ S ~ ~  
x  W E Y Z I ~ ~ , Y E Y ~ ~ S I , H E Y ~ ~ ~ I , P U ~ ~ ~ , N ~ ~ ~ I , ~ C ~ ~ ~  
?ELL rTAJL,M?L,YlrNP,MbY 
 AYE L I S T / Y A H ~ / T Q ~ A U , P R O F , P ~ T H I ~ ~ , Y A V F ~  
Y T N , T C . V T ~ T ~ B ~ J P , U P L I H ~ R G T L ~ H ~ L ~ ~ L ~ ~ P ~ I P C ~ Y P ~ P U ~ ~ K ~  
I F l B T b R l X , L , Y ) . L T .  ~ l E - 3 6 I B T A 3 ~ I ~ L ~ N I = . l E - O 6  
d R I T E f b p 9 0 1  
J R I T E l b ~ V b ~ l l  
d R I T E l 6 . 3 6 )  ( G A S l L I , L = l , b l  
N R I T E l b , b 7 1  ( l A L P H ( L , L L l  t L L e 1 1 R l  1 L = l r L l I  
J R I T E ~ ~ , ~ B ~ ~ ~ ~ K T A ~ ~ I ~ L ~ ~ ~ I ~ N ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ I ~ ~ ~ I ~ I ~ L ~ ~ ~ L ~ ~  
~ R I T L ~ b r 0 V ) ~ l ~ 8 T A 9 1 1 ~ L ~ N l ~ N ~ l ~ 0 ~ ~ I ~ l ~ I l l ~ L ~ ~ v L ~ l  
I N I T I A L  COVOITIOhS 
IF(H4.EO. 1  IP2OF-1  
IF (KU.E0 .4 lP?OF-2  
4EY=I(4+PPOF-1 
4 l : K i Y l ( l t V )  
G f l J " t 0  
L' lLP30 
t f lSC30  
OOLPUO 
ccLIn3o 
u0L'1uO 
L n u n b i  
LCUOL,l 
k n u w i  
3 1 3 ? 3 1  
O P L P L l  
LOJnS 1  
Lr'U"b1 
GIUpL , l  
GP3P0 1  
LPLJ"C1 
L " L F L 2  
C0Lq3 2 
L~UI,Z 
i D ~ ' 3 2  
LounLZ 
L10'1C7 
c n b q i  i 
COJn43 
L l l ~ n b 7  
L C 3 1 1 3  
LOU144 
bOL144 
LC0 150 
OFL15O 
LD3 153  
G O L l b l  
L f l L 1 6 1  
L007UO 
unrA204 
GO0710 
b O 0 7 5 b  
ClOuZG2 
L 0 ~ 3 2 6  
COO '12 6  
GO0353 
0 0 3 7 6 0  
lrOit365 
Lou77 1  
00277 
OOSOG 
toso1 
U03DZ 
OD313 
00304 
00505 
U0336 
00307 
00311 
00314 
00312 
GO313 
CO3lY 
01315 
0052U 
UDSZl 
O O S Z ~  
00525 
GO326 
L 3: 
c1: 
Pbt  
PA1 
041 
PA( 
D 0 
1P1  
DPI 
0 I S  
D 0 
G t I  
G t l  
G 10 
'AS 
OAS 
0 0 
r ilu 
041 
CCt 
64 COY 
0 I* 5 1  Y tJMlPI:PDTH-XtJl 
82) 30 59 J - ' 2 *J l  
R 3) 5 9  1Y IJ I :X tJ I -X IJ -1 )  
0 4 l  C DRESSURF DROFILC IN1111L PROFILES 
85C YPl:UDtl) 
86* DO 52 J:l*JZ 
8 7C DO 53 LE leL2  
8 8* JUYl:DBStDCIL ) - ~ W t L l l  
8 9, DIL*J):PClL) 
90) I F t O U Y l ~ ~ C ~ O e e O R ~ J e E 0 . J 2 ) G O  T O  53 
P I *  0UY:Ie-Vt JI 
92* D U Y Z : D L O G i D U M l l * A L O D t O U M I I N P t L l  
9 3* IFtOUMZ.LTe -83elG0 1 0  53 
9V1 58 ~ ~ L ~ J I : D C ~ L I - ~ P C ~ L I - P J ~ L ~ I * D U ~ ~ * ~ ~ . I Y ~ ~ L I I  
9 5 1  5 3  CouTIUUr 
96* IFtL1.CO.IIGD 70 55 
97* C 3RESSUPt P90FILC RDlIO FDCTORS CPtLeJ I  
98) DO 5 b  L12eL I  
9 9 1  5 0  C P l L ~ J ) ~ P i L * J l / P ( I ~ J l  
IOE* 5 5  1FtLZ.EO.LIIGO 10 52 
' 10 0Uq:De 
ORIGINAL PAGZ IS 
or POOR QUALI!rY 
I 3 0  5 b  L:LTeLZ 
I 5 6  S U ~ : O U M * P I L , ~ I  
I 3 0  5 7  L r L Y e L 2  
I 5 7  C P l L e J l : @ t L e J l / D U H  
I 5 2  C O Y T ~ V U E  
I CALL TEMP 
I CbLL T R b I S  
t 2:t *1 
C B f B l Y  l T C D 1 T t O N  LOOP 
7 D 0  CLLL T E W  
CALL 1 R b I 5  
!flHTESTefOelldRt7Elb~73l 
Y l E S I D O  
t e 6 T e a ) e L N D e I I T E R L  eEO* tTEDeOReRES1OeLT  e e l  I G O  T O  634 
, O l * l  
ICS E O I A A l  0 1 2 1  
I I I P b  I I t 
e M 2 * I 3  
~ l * l l e * O E L I Y  I 1  
.- .- . 
DO 7 r n r t * l t  
7 6VI IX~MVJ:Ol lX~MJ 
C SOLVE foe pA@AICIER FRACllONAL IYCRCYFN15 M l l H  OE lE~MlNANl  
oEYon~Ovtt*~J*Ov~xz*a~-6Vt1*tl*oYII2*1J 
D P V ~ I ~ ~ ~ - O ~ I ~ ~ ~ * ~ V I ~ ~ ~ Z J * ~ V ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ O  ~ X P B ~ ~ ) ~ D E M O W  
O P Y t L J ~ t ~ O V t t r l J * 6  4l~~C)*Bt1~SJbBV~I?~IJl/DEMOY 
C ENPAYO 140EX 1 0  OII6XNAL PARAYBIER lYDEY WIUI*M2tMS 
4 Y E 0  
.--- 
DO 20 W:#l*M2*Ml 
IV:Mv*l 
bPA*At#l:DOVtUV) 
zc OPL~IJ: o p r p r r n b r p r t n ,  
c P~D*MIIDY~LLV REOUCE PARIMEVFA STEP SIZE IF L L ~ O ~ S V  EP E X C E E ~ S  C ol*Pb(ZJ 00 P A t Y l *  AND .! FOR P A l l b  0 1  PAtS) 
1IbYIJe 
DO 2 1  u r n l . u ~ . u f  
90 13 600 
76 r0RMAT f52H ABSORBING GAS PRCSSURE GREATER THAN STATIC PRESSURE 
@6 FOQnAltbAbJ 
Y E7eSt 
B4 F O P Y I T l l H O ~ P H P b P b Y E I E R ~ 2 I ( ~ 4 6 ~ 1 S H  OUtSIOE LXUl7 t 
66 FORWATIIHDI~H GbSZ * b f 4 X e A b t l  
B7 FORMAlt IHO*SHbLPH' r e f  l O e 2 I I 6 X ~ 8 F 1 0 0 2 t J  
@ a  ~ O R Y A T t l H 0 ~ 5 H ~ l b B ~  ~ 8 F L 3 e Y / I 6 U ~ B f I O e 4 t t  
89 PORWbltlHR~5HBTbB: 1Bf ~ D o ~ / I L U ~ B F ~ D O S J ~  
9 0  PORNAT1 I H I )  
91 F O R Y ~ ~ ~ I H I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ H P R O ~ ~ L E ~ ~ Y ~ ~ ~ ~ E M P ~ ~ W ~ ~ M ~ X ~ ~ L ~ ~ K ~ ~ ~ ~ Y I ~ L ~ ~ U ~ ~ H U ~ L L ~  
X / ~ ~ ~ ~ O H P A R A M E ~ E R S ~ S Y ~ ~ H ~ X P O N ~ N ~ ~ S X ~ ~ H T E M P ~ ~ X ~ ~ H P ~ E S S ~ ~ X ~ ~ ~ ~ E ~ P ~  
Y 2X~IDHWAVENUMBER ~ S M ~ Y H L A S 1 ~ A ~ ~ S H R ~ S  I ZIW~ZHNT~bXe4YTC~W~yX,  
Y 6 J P C ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ X ~ 4 H T Y ~ M ~ 4 U ~ b H l l I C ~ J ~ 1 ~ ~ 9 ~ l ~ T E R b 7 l O N ~ 5 X ~ 0 M ~ E S l O U A L  J 
3 5 1  FOPMblIlHO~I9HIEUPERL7U~E PQOrlLE, 5Y,S8HoARTXAL PPESSURE PROFILES 
X LAC* GASILTH I~W*YHY*CM~QX*~HTEHPV~ * b l  JX , lA6 l t /  t S t I X ~ f ? 0 2 ~ F l D e 2  
Y96F9e9/t1XJt 
803  FOPWATt lH0~19Ye21MOEPENOENT PnRAnElER (A5, 13H YITH ZETl:, 
Y E 8 ~ 2 / 1 M J ~ S ~ ~ ~ b ~ l X t l ~ C 1 3 - S / 1 1 ~  YAVENUMBEP /SX*6Ht I ICW) l t lX~Fb .J  
X ~ U X ~ l O F l O e ~ I J ~  
999 STOP 
END 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUAUTY 
005' Cob' OOI'PI OLC'Z DOh* lVI* 6 610' 
000' OOU* 012'5 086'1 O@L9 Obt' LSt* ill: 
ooo0 000: CCE~C C~VI 021' ZI~* OI 006: OOD OOOLO1 OOl*Z 
095 PC(: 111' IbO: Ccc 000. OLU'Z 
091'1 060' (Of 1 101 ZQWAP 
CC' LO* CC' CC* CC' 00. 01' co.1 :Hall 
2N OIH 2% 19 
CN3+ 
iiio* !:be 
sir AN 
31 
14 
Mbb3 
haul 
inrru 
1bY 
(be* Ill* 
lll' 
IAF* 
OOOO* 
ODOO* 
EOCC* 
CCCE* 
C1Cf9 
CELE* 
OOOO* 
ccoo* 
CCCO* 
0000~ 
COCC* 
oooo* 
OUOO* 
OCCC* 
OOCO* 
GOOO* 
CCCO* 
0000 * 
0000* 
CCCC* 
OOOO* 
coco: 
0000 
OOOO* 
OOCO* 
0000* 
OOCO* 
CCCO* 
11000* 
OOOO* 
OOOO* 
OOOOg 
C000* 
0000* 
OOOO* 
OOCO' 
0000* 
OOOO* 
ooon* 
cccc: 
0000 
GOOO* 
0000' OOOU* OOOO* 0000' SE99* SLCS* 00*ZL61 tC042 
9mnB aWd il0 0000~ QOCO* ODOO* DDO~* OI99* clEc* c~*~~~~ Ic*Cz sIadw~of~o 000a* OOCO* GOOO* OOOO* SU9' SSZC* OC*SSll 00*51 
ooao* OOEO* OOOO* 0000. 0809: CBIC* cc~ecot cc*ct 
0000: 0000: CCOO* 0000* SO64 S6CSg OC*L561 00'S 
COCc OOCC LCCO* CCCG* 1069. 6ncE* S2*5261 bS0t 
oooo* ooaoe caoo: eooo* oacs; otec* 
EQCO' OCCO' CCCO CCCO* 0669 EItC' 
OOOO* OOCO* COOO* 0000* OOOL* OOCC* 
Zh OEC 
nAV*SVO H1V3 SilliObd 3anss3bo ?ra&r~d 
0- -a 
::a 0.6 C* ?VIOL smb 0' -0 0. 0' 
0- *a u * C - c- c* 
h* k *(rO$S 2- 0.4 0'- c - 
a*% -0ctc b' I fJ*f 80'2 a- 
- OCJC 86*h t* Ih*I- 8C* AN2313d 
IhaaYal* lln01S3& thaf 1 ~POIW~~NIAVI 10uba &li%V1Vd 
APBIWCDO[ t 
EXAMPLE OF! glCl)mW RI-M MTA CAIW AHDOOUTPUT It4 LODDt B 
Data C~crlr CoaYarrrd 6rom CIldr of APPEIIDIX % Wltb mw Ar 
Bur WCw Num8wr (11 -I), Broalc H o l -  8 
e O O O O 3 J 3 ~ E * ~ D ~  
e 3 J J O 3 3 3 0 E * O O r  
r OOOOOOOOO * 9 0 r  
ORIGINAL PAGE; IS 
OF BOOR Q U w  
-- *. - *- . .-." " i.*-. 
0000* OOEO* uaoa: 0002~ c059* (CIS: 'hc*ht~t CC*CSI 
000n* DOCC* ccco UOOC* 5654: %ODC 54*6111 aP*&b 
COCC* oGfCo CCCO* LCCC* Lb59 SOhf* lhr5Z6t U0*6d 
gaoo* once* ccou* 0000: 2099: c nc0zhat or'tr 
C%Cc4 OOfC; ttCO: CCCO 1199 btfC* 09*8941 OO'Sb 
OOOUO OOCO bOOO OdOO' At999 CLCC* Eh'LlOt OG'C6 
0060' 06CO' OCOO* 0000' lh99' bStC' I5*09Qt 00.59 
ooon; 0000: trca; CCCC: ~~99. A~CC* kq*~bet cc*rg L 0000 OOCC CCOO 0000 CW9* 9CCC* Ch'bZ41 GO'S4 
oocc; 
OOCC 
oocc* 
0000: 
0000 
COCC* 
0000' 
cocc: 
on00 

cacc* OOCC* tccu; cccc; :chi* tees: oc*ooot oc9aut OOOd* OOCG* bO00 COO0 0669' ClCf Oh'6FCI 05'66 
oooa* occc* ccao* coao* ~869. GECE* S~*LLCI 00.66 
OOGD* OJCC* iEOO0 COOO* ISbs* 6hCE0 6h05a11 CS*Lb 
OOOO* OOGC* CCOU* OOQO* 5064. S~CP* 06*cns1 0c.56 
COCC* OOCC* &CCOe CCCC' ?Zd9' C815' CC0CbS1 CC'C0 
OOCO* OJOC* CCOO* 0000' 4hl.S' SS2b4 06*6SL1 OO'Sd 
COCC; accc: tcco: cccc: oe99* crcc* ~h*nter cc*ce 
0000 OUOC UnOO 0000 SZ99' S?SE.* OS0LS6r OO'SL 
COCC* OOCC* LCCO* CCCC* 5hL9' SShS' 06*166l 00.59 
OOCO* OOCG* 0000' 0003* 0059' C05f' 1C*33tZ LC'CS 
OflOO* OOCO* CCOO* 0000' 5659' S5hS' 0baT66f 00'9C 
0000: OOCO: GOOO' 0000' 5249' SLFC* CS*LTbt CC*Sz 
oaoo occc ccoo* eooo* atis94 CZPI* oh*crat CO*@Z 
COCC. aocu* ccoo* cccc* S~LP* SSZE* c~*~;LI cc.5: 
OOCO* OUCO* LOOO* 0000* 0869' CZCF* S9'1LOt 00.1 
0000: OUOO* UOOO: 0000: 0669: CtCC: Che6S(8 CS: 
0000 OOOU* CCOO 0000 0031 CJCS OC*OCCt 00 
Zh CZh ,.'d~31 H~*X 
HAV'Sv0 M3V3 531IlOud 3atlSS3ad llXlti~6 311dOtJd 3101V#3dh~1 
000' OD~' bZb'hD6~ IZL'ZYb1 2S9*L161 929'2661 5Ce'DOCZ 680*600Z 1lfehlCZ CbS'QIOt 'OOlE 
l~3/1J 
039' h:~mnhr3~vn 
JY9' OC9' 009 ' OOh* OOC' 002' 051' 001' C50° AN 
90-hll* 
LC-689' 
IIC-CLI' 
9G- l hL* 
40-#LZe 
50-S59' 
hC-LI1' 
LC- h89* 
LC- nC9* 
9G-uCE* 
ire* 1 LZ' 
SC-LBZ' 
SC-LI9' 
SO-IZA* 
hO-SDG' 
90-(rkI* 
9C-ISZ* 
St-8tl' 
56-ZEA' 
DO-LCD* 
:VAiZ till# Mc3A 8313MVtVd lk30h3d3C 
'CClh OC'COOI 95LhC' BEo9612 000t9' 
'OGlh OC0CCC1 09LhC9 CteLh1Z OOOCS* 
'OOlh OOeOOO1 StUhC* 20'98OZ 000Cft' 
'OOlh 00'0001 Zb66S' 98'6202 COCCO' 
'OClh UC'CCC1 Ub9hC' 9h*Cl61 CJCCZ* 
'OClh 
'OCtl 
'Oaih 
*SLLS 
'SLLC 
'SLLC 
*5LLL 
'SLIE 
'SLLC 
'SLAC 
*SAlC 
'OCOi 
*oaSc 
'OOSE 
*OOSC 
*OCCC 
*OCSt 
*oosc 
*OCSP 
*i'ctc 
COPPI* 
ODOCt' 
000so' 
000C9' 
COOCS* 
COGCh* 
COOCC* 
000CE' 
000 $1 ' 
QOOCI' 
COOOC" 
00009* 
OOOC5* 
APPENDlX K 
EXAMPLE OF PROFILT. WlTH HlOH-TEMPt%UTCmE CORE 
Deta Cards Wlth Measurod Opth 'RHO Wave Numbers, ProQlc PROF = 2 
Prlntuut of Input Data 
hin 
rnrrs : 
ALPHI  1.03 a 2 0  a 0 0  .DO .30 .03 . ..O . a 3  
D#OFlLE l t N P  4VIAL ANIAL YALL 
PAO&MElCR6 EKPOHLUl TCUP P I P I S  1tUP 
L l  I C t I  PCtAIM lJ,M 
*SO030 lR50*00 *35000 l2001OO 
MALL POL55 
PRESS EYDOYCN1 
P Y t L l H  UP 
r 30000 *800OU 
PAOAUelLPS PA 153003 lB50.00 .35DOO 1200100 RESIDUALS: -*274*?O *.204*30 * l65-0)  .000 .oon 
mbVENUMBERl~lCMl: 3613* 31031 Sq00* 0 a 0. 
INCOCUCYlS 3Pb *03OO3 56.15 -r00019 112*@0 I lERI l lOY:  2 OWS RESIDUAL; *bVb-Dl S lPPt  elY3+00 
CNC4fWEYIS 3PA *))OD3 29*PJ .OOOb6 Y7.19 l l E R l l 1 0 ~ :  V PYS RESIDUAL: *98?-Of STEP: ,056-01 
fEUPERbTUIE PRDFILE 
YtC* IEMPtW 
PIRTlAL PRESSURE PROFILES ELCn 5AS9A1M 
420 u2 
85.00 1740.13 ,3255 .b?YB rO333 *DO33 ,0300 .a003 
90.00 1689.53 0318V 65920 *00OO .0013 .DO00 .OOOb 
95.33 1588.85 03195 r6935 .OD00 .DO00 .OonO .oooo 
ORIGINAL PAGE 
97.50 1445a28 ,3309 eb951 e0000 .OOOO rOOOO .0000 
OF POOR QU- 
99-33 1262.32 a3321 eb980 .OOOO .0000 ,0300 .OD00 
99.50 1185.19 .3313 ebP9O e0000 ,0333 .0300 a0300 
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A ABLE I. - COEFFICIENTS TO BE USED IN EQUATION (16) 
TABLE 11. - SPECTRAL LINE BROADENING COEFFICIENT, 
i 
i (u* (FROM REF. 16) 
: 
i 
I --- J 
Absorbing gas Br oadening gas 
3 0  C02 CO C 3  N2 +% O2 
--- 
H2° 
- 
1 0.77 0 .20  0 . 1  I 
C02 1 .77  1.17 0.81 1 
CO I 1 1.124 .95 - 8 5  
CH4 1.25 1 1 .75 
A 
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TABLE III. - EBTIMATED PERCENT ERROR OF Tc AND T& 
AND TRANHMITTANCE FOR VARIOUS PATH LENGTWG 
FOR PROFILE OF FIGURE l(b) 
[~easurernent wavenumbers 3100, 3400, 3500, and 4100 cm-I; 
Tc = 2000 K, nT = 0. I, pc = 0.36 atm, pW = 0.30 atm, 
n = 0.5. Errors caused by one percent error of radiance P 
measurement, and five percent error of tabulated absorp- 
tion coefficients1 
Percent errrr in Tc 
T;, Path length, cm 
K 
50 
I 
100 200 
1.4 
-*,, 4.2 
1200 j 3.0 2, 1 
2000 I 11.5 j 6 3 
I_J 
400 
1.0 
3.2 
i 
Percent error in T: 
1200 ! 14.1 
2000 1 20.0 
1 
9. 7 6.5 1 4 . 4  
9.8 1 5.7 3.8 
"---. --- -- .- 
Transmittance .%t 3500 em- ' 
12 00 
2000 
I 
0.703 
,713 
0,591 0.465 j 0.333 1 
,602 ,476 i .343 
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TABLE IV. - PARAMETER INDEX CONTROL 
I 
2 1 2 1 "T Tc 
-- 
3 
4 
- 
5 2 3 1 Tc PC PC T; 
6 2 2 1 T~ PC 
7 3 3 1 PC ! T; 
8 0 0 0 None None 
0) Near-Isothermal temperature pro f lk ,  with 
Tw constant and boundary layer thlcknen 
XI = constant, 
i 
i 
i 
Ic) Partial pressure profile for each absorbing 
gas. 
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QUALITY Figure 1. - Assumed profile functions. 
I 
f 
Figure 2 - Absorption coefficient for ti$. 
am- 
Wavenu ber, 
cm -T 
Ngure 3. - Test of wavenumbers for profile of figure lYl with TW w 
1000 K, p 0.35 atm, 4, 0.30 atm, n 0.50, path length 
100 cm Flydrogen-air combustion at I Am. 
181fi!~ 14'00 I& Temperature, 1dW Ti, K zdm &A0 
Flgure 4, - Test of wavenumbsrs for profileof l lgure 1Ql with n~ 
0,5, pc = 0,35 atm, pw 0, M atm, np - 0.50, p t h  length 100 cm, 
Hgrogen-air combustion at 1 atm, 
numbpr, 
cm' 
I ,I 1 I I u 
tb (a) Pr lnclwl wavenumber 3lW cm'l, 
Exponent, n~ 
(b) Prlnclpal wavenumber ~ 7 5 c m ' ~ .  
Figure 5, - Estlmaled error I n  1, due solely to errors in radiometer 
and tablaled absorptlon coefflclents, Proflle of figure llal, with O R ~ ~ ~ A L  * 
h ~ Z O W K , T  ~1000K.pc*0.35atm. *0.65atm.n *O,% O E , P ~ R Q U ~  
path length d cm. Hydrogen-alr mmbu%bn at 1 atm. f r r o r  of 
radiometry 1 percent, error of tabulated absorption coefficient 
5 percent. 
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Figure 7. - Flow chart lor PROFIL. 
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WAVES 9 
Write INPUT 
'G=7 
Calculate 
ERROR-FREE 
measurements 
(subroutines 
TEMP, TRANS) 
Next parameter va!ve 
or wave number 
Calculate radiance 
and transmittance 
(subroutines 
and max. iteration 
if YES, DONE4 
Matrix of d e r l ~ t i v e s  
for one wavenumber 
Lsubroutines 
Parameter 
increment Oyei outside limit 1 
100 continue 
Write 
results 
problem m 
Figure 8. - Flow chrrt  for WAVES. 
- Assumed profile, T * 2000 K, T, * 1200 K 
Computed profile, fC - 1903 K, n y  = 0.14 
-- -- Computed error band 
1000 
(a1 Profile of figure l (a)  with Tw = 1100 K. 
' Assumed profile, T = 2000 K, 1400 f 
--- Computed profile, fc = 1991 K, 
- - - - Computed error band 
i ZOO V-LU 
~ b )  Profile of fiqure 10-1) without boundary 
layer. n~ = 0.5. 
2200 r 
l i  .\ .I2 .', .\ !5 
I 
Path length, xlL 
(c) Profileof figure 1611 with boundary layer. 
n ~ ~ f l . 5 ,  TW = 11OOK. 
Fiaure 9. - Example of profile with high- 
;emperahre core. Wavenumber! of 
measurement 3500 and 3100 cm . ORIGINAL PAGE 1s 
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